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Abstract. Industry has taken a big leap forward by placing a human in the center 
of interest by turning the working areas into a collaborative environment between 
operators and robots. In this environment, human behavior is a major uncertainty 
factor that can affect operator’s safety and execution status. Furthermore, the cre-
ation of a digital twin including the whole workstation area, the operators and the 
procedures that take part in there, is a way to design and integrate collaborative 
systems using a virtual space. This paper aims to overview the current state of 
the technological trends in human detection, human task monitoring and digital 
twin integration. Also, the design of the upcoming solution of a case study from 
the automotive industry will be represented. 

Keywords: human-robot collaboration, human task monitoring, digital twin, 
robot behavior. 

1 Introduction 

In the existing assembly systems, the ability to offer more variants per model and in-
troduce new models faster is limited by the current technologies and equipment of mass 
production processes, which are incapable of supporting product diversity [1]. One of 
the most promising approaches over the last years is to increase the sensitivity of the 
production system to internal and external changes. Several paradigms such as flexible 
[2], reconfigurable [3], lean [4], holonic [5],  self organizing [6] assembly systems have 
been realized in the last decades to meet these requirements. 

In the last years, hybrid production systems [7], that combines flexibility and recon-
figurability, enabling the collaboration between humans and robots is gaining increas-
ing interest by the research community and the industrial world [8]. The desired result 
from creating human-robot collaborative environments is to utilize in their full extent 
the skills of human operators such ass intelligence and cognitive capabilities supporting 
them through robot’s strength and dexterity. The main concept is that in a shared work-
place, several tasks are assigned to operators and robots following a production order. 
Those tasks’ instructions must be followed strictly. There are numerous issues though, 
that need to be addressed to create a completely human-friendly working environment 
in the manufacture [9]. 
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The major factor that is mainly unpredictable in such a collaborative environment, 
is human behavior, which can cause changes or issues in both production execution and 
safety. To ensure the prevention of issues in the production line, human detection, and 
task prevision are crucial. Last decades there is extended research on human modeling 
and monitoring [10]. In terms of monitoring the execution of human tasks, Andrianakos 
et al. [11] proposed a solution for monitoring the execution of human tasks. This solu-
tion is based on object detection and hand detection using in parallel machine learning 
techniques. Another way to achieve human modeling was proposed by M. Urgo et al. 
[12] combining a human pose estimation with a statistical model for operator’s task 
identification. In [13] researchers suggested a solution based on the Dynamic Time 
Wrapping (DTW) algorithm, which is based on the measurement of similarity between 
two temporal sequences. Similar approach, we can see in [14]. In this work a product 
assembly task has been modeled as a sequence of human motions and the human motion 
prediction problem is solved by Hidden Markov Model (HMM). 

In parallel with human task monitoring, robot behavior may need to be adapted to 
its current state. Considering many cases in which something can change the predefined 
robots’ trajectory, it is clear that the adaptation is crucial for both human safety and task 
execution [15]. This need for adaptation leads to the creation of a virtual representation 
of the system that can monitor the behavior of the involved resources [16]. The use of 
the Digital Twin (DT) concept has gained a lot of attention given the advantages that it 
may offer towards more autonomous and intelligent systems [17]. This technology has 
promising results and seems to be compulsory component in smart manufacturing sys-
tems [18]. 

As previously stated, the current level of technology allows for a rather advanced 
model of Human Robot Collaboration (HRC). Different ways of human detection and 
task monitoring have been developed in recent years, which in conjunction with Digital 
Twins could lead to a flexible, reconfigurable, and safe production system . This paper 
presents a framework that includes the design of the abovementioned components for 
enabling the synergy between humans and robots in flexible manufacturing systems. 
The desirable solution will be deployed in an assembly use case from the automotive 
industry. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the main approach and 
the design of the framework; in Section 3, the way that the whole framework will be 
implemented is analyzed; Section 4 presents the automotive case study in which this 
work will be deployed and finally Section 5 reports the conclusion and the future work. 

2 Approach 

Following the aforementioned challenges in the creation of a collaborative and at the 
same time safe workplace, a framework will be presented in the current work that aims 
to include the workers in the control loop of the production with robots. Fig. 1 presents 
the conceptual architecture of the proposed framework. The whole procedure is repre-
sented as a loop that starts and ends with the human worker.  

The two modules that extract information from the worker are the Human Body 
Detection (HBD) and Human Task Prediction (HTP). These are capturing the data from 
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different types of sensors, such as 3D vision sensors 2D laser scanners and wearable 
IMUs. The output data from those two modules alongside with the robot state, become 
inputs in the DT module which is responsible for informing Assembly Execution Con-
troller and also Human side interfaces. More specifically, Human side interfaces are 
informed from the DT about human’s and robot’s current task and give feedback to the 
human. The loop ends when the operator is notified about errors in the assembly, exe-
cution status of the whole procedure, and warnings regarding human safety. 

 
Fig. 1. Worker in the loop of Human-Robot collaborative assembly  

2.1 Human Body Detection 

The detection of human existence is a mandatory component in a H-R collaborative 
assembly system for ensuring the safety of the operator. Aiming beyond the standard 
means of safety detection that causes emergency stops on robots when the worker is 
near, advanced information is needed alongside with direct interface with robot trajec-
tory execution. Robot follows a predefined trajectory in order to execute its task. By 
detecting the accurate position of the operator, it must be ready to adjust the trajectory 
to avoid the operator and ensure human’s safety. Beyond safety of operator, replan of 
robot’s trajectory can lead to a more efficient production, since the stoppage time of 
emergency is eliminated. HBD provides more detailed information regarding the hu-
man body posture and position on the workspace. 2D and 3D data are fused for provid-
ing the position of the whole human body. 
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2.2 Human Task Prediction 

In the actual assembly line, operators and robots follow a predefined order of tasks. 
While the tasks that are executed by robots can be monitored, human processes cannot 
be fully tracked. Operators have several degrees of freedom which means that the way 
a task is executed, defers from person to person. In addition to this, an operator can 
make additional moves such as touch his head or adjust his uniform. This is a deviation 
from the predefined order of actions which should not be considered an error. This 
component aims to predict human intention and task status taking into consideration 
the different ways a task can be executed and also the minor deviations that may occur 
during execution.  In order to be able to deal with the uncertainties and the noise in the 
measurements HTP module consists of probabilistic models. 

Through this procedure, useful information is retrieved for enhancing the collabora-
tion of the worker. Such information could be that operator completes a task so the 
robot could continue the procedure or that operator needs the assistance of a robot for 
completing a task. This “communication” between human and robot currently estab-
lished through buttons that directly informs the system about the worker’s status. HTP 
provides indirect communication, and it is not imposing on the operators a strict work-
flow.  

2.3 Digital Twin 

A DT is considered as a bridge between the real and digital world. To effectively rep-
resent the whole workstation area this module must interact directly with the real world. 
More specifically, the DT will take as input information about the workstation area 
layout, the resources (robot operations, robot state), and the different parts (consuma-
bles, assembly parts, fixtures) that exist in the real world. The proposed DT is hardware 
agnostic and could integrate seamlessly multiple robots and sensors. Furthermore, the 
real-time awareness of the workstation is achieved with the use of different sensors. As 
shown in Fig. 1, sensor data needs to be captured and fitted in order to provide infor-
mation for keeping up to date with the digital models. Apart from retrieving data, DT 
provides feedback to the operators through User Interfaces. The operator is informed 
about the execution status, robot’s tasks, warnings, and errors that may occur in the 
assembly. 

3 Implementation 

As described in Section 2, the whole framework consists of three modules that need to 
be implemented, HBD, HTP, and DT. The implementation is based on ROS [19] prin-
ciples. Each of the included modules is implemented as ROS nodes which exchange 
information by using the ROS interfaces (topics, services, actions). The initial setup of 
the collaborative workplace consists of a stationary 3D camera placed in front of the 
operator, to have good visual coverage of the human, and four IMU sensors attached 
on the operator’s hands. 
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HBD requires the use of a 3D data in order to detect the operator’s position. Skeleton 
tracking is a complicated aspect that is solved with the use of OpenPose [20] which is 
a real-time software that detects multi-person human body-parts key points such as 
hands, legs, core, and head which are provided in a quite accurate approach. Since 
OpenPose provides only 2D detection, the use of an algorithm that synchronizes these 
body parts with a Point Cloud (PCL) is used to extract the 3D location of these points 
Fig. 2 presents the extracted result first using only the OpenPose and then the combi-
nation of OpenPose with Pointcloud.  

 

 
Fig. 2. a) Pointcloud data combined with skeleton information b) detected skeleton points 

The HBD provides information about 25 human body key points. Focusing on tasks 
that are performed with hands the HTP module extracts the positions of human wrists 
from points 5 (right hand) and 8 (left hand). Additionally, the operator is equipped with 
two IMUs on his wrists. These sensors smooth the detected body parts coming from the 
HBD and most usefully augment these parts' 3D position with orientation information 
in the form of quaternions.  

The HTP module apart from the data that is captured from the human, uses semantic 
information from the workplace. The workstation is divided into several schematic ar-
eas which are labelled according to heuristic knowledge on use case. Examples of such 
areas could be “kitting” areas, “assembly table” “machines’ fixtures” etc. The combi-
nation of the abovementioned extracted information is fed into a probabilistic Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM) that achieves human task monitoring. The use of this model 
requires state modelling. An example of this modelling for a “Pick-n-Place” task pre-
sented in Table 1. 

In Fig. 3 it is provided to the left the simulation environment of observation “O1” 
and its DT on the right. Simulation environment is built in GAZEBO physics simulation 
[21].  By combining the output data from HBD, HTD, and the robot state, DT is re-
sponsible for informing operator about the current state of the assembly. More specific 
ROS services and actions are sent to the operator as actions or goals in order to inform 
him about the assigned task or warnings. DT also provides interfaces for robot 

a) b)
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integration and connection with external software that will monitor the production sys-
tem. These will be detailed described on future publications. 

Table 1.   Observation table of HMM for a Pick-n-Place task 

Observation Description 
s Initial state 

O1 Grab cylinder 
O2 Pick cylinder 
O3 Place cylinder 
t End of “pick and place” 

 
Fig. 3. DT representation alongside with the simulation environment 

4 Automotive case study 

The proposed framework will be implemented in an automotive mechanical plant at the 
production line of the electric motors. This use case is focusing on the assembly of the 
inverter with the e-motor. The e-motors are transferred in the specific workstation on a 
conveyor and inverters are stored on a kitting area inside the workstation. The inverter 
needs to be placed on the e-motor and screwed with eight screws. A robot and an oper-
ator is allocated on this workstation for carrying the assembly tasks. The main goal of 
this implementation is seamless human-robot collaborate, the dynamic allocation of 
tasks to each resource for maximizing the production efficiency always ensuring the 
operator’s safety. 

For the initial testing of our developments a simple pick and place scenario has been 
deployed. This scenario includes a block with twelve holes that travels on the conveyor 
and a kitting area with cylinders that should be placed inside the holes. Both human 
worker and robot is suitable to pick and place these cylinders. Robot is aware of the 
execution progress of the operator’s task and the human existence. By monitoring the 
status execution of the human tasks, the robot will be informed about the failure or the 
completion and it will proceed to its task.  

In case the operator misses a task, robot will be informed, and it will execute the task 
instead of interrupting the whole process. From the other side operator is aware of ro-
bot’s status and could intervene in case of a failure. The information about next task 

Simulation environment Digital Twin
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will be extracted from the DT. To test the whole design described above, an initial 
scenario has been deployed in GAZEBO simulation as shown the Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4. Automotive case study workstation simulation 

5 Conclusion 

The latest trends in manufacturing, pose the need to create more human friendly assem-
bly by embracing the Human-Robot collaboration. Reorganization of tasks can lead to 
a more efficient assembly basically because of the elimination of stoppage time in case 
of errors. The development and the continuous research on this topic can lead to a more 
efficient and autonomous assembly. It is also important to mention that those develop-
ments can affect the line performance. Driven by this need, an initial description of 
framework that will improve the H-R collaboration was presented in the previous sec-
tions. By the development of this framework, the issues that may occur can be detected 
and resolved in real time, to prevent adjustment and reschedule of the production plan 
or the process.  

As future plans, we intend to create a testbed in the laboratory for the actual imple-
mentation of the design that was described above. Numerous of tests will be executed 
in order to validate the whole use case on the testbed and also on the actual factory 
premises. 
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